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Structure of Presentation
1. The Context and Why We Like Digital Commons
2. Case Studies
a. Faculty journal e.g., IJPBL
b. Graduate journal e.g., Journal of Contemporary Anthropology
c. Undergraduate journal e.g., JPUR
d. Society journal e.g., Education and Culture
3. Challenges and Opportunities for the Future
a. Helping print journals transition online, especially society journals
b. Better business modeling
c. Publishing new types of content on e-Pubs, e.g., technical reports, 
books, supplementary data
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Red stars = Purdue UP? 
Blue stars = Purdue e-Pubs?
Continuum of Scholarly Communication Needs 
►Library / Press Collaboration Opportunities
Why We Like Digital Commons
1. The manuscript management functionality provides a built-
in publishing workflow familiar to authors
2. The professional design service allows each journal to be 
clearly branded
3. The usage statistics are industry-standard (and authors love 
the automatic download counts)
Simply speaking, DC allows us to focus on content 
development (i.e., publishing) rather than the technology
Manuscript Management
Professional Design
Magic Metrics
Faculty Journal
Interdisciplinary Journal of Problem-based Learning
• 75,000 downloads 
since 2006, and solid 
upward trend
• Sustainability funding 
for three years from the 
Teaching Academy
• Good international 
usage
Financial model: Three year funding 
($15,000) from campus center and 
College of Education supports 
portion of graduate assistant and 
course relief for editor. Then?
Graduate Journal
Journal of Contemporary Anthropology
• Started by a 
graduate student 
with scholarship 
funding.
• MOU signed with 
Department of 
Anthropology.
• 20 articles 
submitted since 
November 2010.
Financial model: Graduate student 
editor. Department of Anthropology 
pays for any direct work. What 
happens when editor moves on?
Undergraduate Journal
The Journal of Purdue Undergraduate Research
Financial model: Launch funding 
(3 years) from Office of the 
Provost. Then integration into 
university development program?
Society Journal
Education and Culture
Financial model: Not Open 
Access. Society pays $2,000 an 
issue. Some subscription and 
licensing income. Next steps?
Helping Print Journals Transition Online
Publishing Support for Small Print-Based Publishers,
by October Ivins and Judy Luther (ARL, March 2011) 
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/pub-support_7mar11.pdf
This project examined the intersection of the demand for 
a digital format for print-only journals and the opportunity 
for libraries to utilize new publishing capabilities to 
support these publishers. 
The consultants were engaged to investigate whether 
there could be a match between libraries developing 
online publishing programs and the editors of scholarly 
print journals that lack an electronic version.
Better Business Modeling
http://cdrs.columbia.edu/
Other Types of Publication
books, supplementary data
Other Types of Publication
Technical Reports
• Digitization of backlist
• Application of metadata
• Redesign of workflow
• Production support
• Print-on-Demand?
• DOIs?
• Data solutions?
Financial model: Indiana Department 
of Transportation (INDOT) funding for 
JTRP operating expenses
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